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PHILADELPHIA 
Hollywood pro- 
duces it's first 
AIDS drama 
directed by Oscar 
winner Johnathan 
Demme. 
POETRY CORNER 
York College stu- 
dents once again 
express their 
inner thoughts 
through words. 
THE BEST OF 
MUSIC-1 993 
Janet Jackson, De 
La Soul and Toni 
Braxton make the 
grade in 1993. 
THE STORY 
BEHIND OCTAVIA 
BUTLER 
A deeper look 
at the woman. 
UP CLOSE AND 
PERSONAL WITH 
JAMES BALDWIN 
An historic talk 
with the man. 
3 - 5 PANDORA SPEAKS: 
16 SOUND OFF: 
13 CLASSIFIED: 1 : 
13 SPORTS: 18-I! 
The Editorial Board of Pandora's Box 
Wishes Everyone Peace and Joy In This 
Month o f  Love and Brotherhood. 
Crime Is Color Blind 
There are now some 
white Los Angeles police- 
men in prison for the 
infamous beating of 
Rodney King. And behind 
bars are and have been 
some Black metl who car- 
ried out the merciless 
beating of white truck dri- 
ver Reginald Denny dur- 
ing the rioting that fol- 
lowed acquittals in the 
first trials of the police- 
men who battered King. 
I know that the rela- 
tives and friends of the 
white policemen cannot 
simply "forget." They will 
forever believe that the 
policemen were crucified 
for doing their jobs - 
sacrificed to fears of 
another devastating riot 
by Blacks. 
I know that many 
thousands of Blacks will 
not "let bygones be 
bygones" because they 
feel brutalized by institu- 
tionalized racism. They 
are part of a tragic and 
seemingly endless war 
between the police and 
the blindly enraged, even 
"temporarily insane" resi- 
dents of America's ghet- 
tos. 
People who ought to 
know better quickly 
soaked in by osmosis the 
assumption that big-city 
crime had a racial basis, 
so there had to be a racial 
cure. The problem, sup- 
posedly, was that Black 
voters distrusted white 
mayors and city council- 
men, especially the 
"insensitive" ones. And 
Black teenagers despised 
white cops. 
Well, hell, the obvious 
solution was to empower 
some Black mayors and 
give the batons and guns 
to Black police chiefs and 
sheriffs. Then everyone in 
Los Angeles, Detroit, 
New York, this national 
capital and many other 
cities would live happily 
ever after. 
The record is now 
clear that crime in 
America is not rooted in 
racial passions alone. If it 
were, those Black mayors 
and police chiefs would 
have curbed it. But Black 
hoodlums didn't give a 
hoot about Tom Bradley 
in LA. ,  or David Dinkins 
in New York, being their 
"blood." 
We have an enraged 
"underclass," growing 
more and more white, that 
resists authority of any 
color. Blacks know that a 
lot of authoritarian Black 
cops will treat then1 just 
as meanly as the white 
cops treated Rodney 
King. 
The angrier portions of 
the "outsiders" long ago 
lost all respect for other 
people's property, or their 
lives. Again, there is no 
racial, or "soul brother" 
restraint. So Blacks kill 
Blacks wantonly, 
Hispanics murder 
Latinos, Asian gangs and 
mobsters make other 
Asians their victims. And 
whites abuse sexually, 
rape physically and finan- 
cially, kidnap and kill 
other whites in every set- 
ting from the church to 
corporate corridors. 
The tragedy is that it is 
easy to blame crime on 
"them," the "animals," 
and try to lock "them" up 
The difficult thing, which 
requires real political and 
social leadership, is to 
face up to the social and 
economic trauma that 
feeds the onslaught of 
violent lawlessness. 
Unless we find that 
leadership, we shall soon 
see another city take the 
dismaying headlines away 
from Los Angeles. 
----- -- 
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A receptio? w;ls held by the 
Faculty Foru~r  in 'ionor of 
Prof. Ren Mao-Tang, Visiting 
Scholar froni lihal~xi 
I;ni\,ersity, C iina. on February 
14 in which k c  m;icie a presen- 
tation. It was also a warm 
farewell for him, \\.ith gifts and 
mementoes, i r a rk~ng  the cul- 
mination of his follr month stay 
at York College 
Prof. Ren I pronounced 
Zen I came to YorL speaking 
only Chinese But despite the 
language bar~.ier; lie lectured. 
visited classrootns, wrote sev- 
eral articles (and gave an inter- 
viev~) with the, help of inter- 
preters who were .~f ten York 
College alumni or faculty 
members. 
He was hosted by the 
Department 01'  IIi:.tory and 
Philosophy at Yorl;. "We are 
delighted to have Ilim in our 
midst," said t loward 
Ruttenberg, t [:ad of the 
Visiting Scholar Enriches York 
dcpartnerlt. "lie is very \veil 
respectzd and published in 
China.' 
In his distinguished caseer 
as Professoi- of Chinese 
tlistorb, Prof. Rcn has pub- 
lished l b ~ r  books, and A 
Political tlistory of Late Qing 
Dynasty, his fifth, is expected 
to be published soon by 
I'eople's Publishing House in 
Ekijing. 
A gentle person with mild 
mannel s and a sense of humor, 
Prof. Ren's love af'fair with the 
subject began as an adolescent 
when he started reading a lot of 
books on history. "In general, 
('hinew people like history," he 
said. 
Thus also began his passion 
h r  books, and Prof. Rcn now 
possesses a colleclion that runs 
in the t m m n d s .  He donated 
several of his own books and 
sonic froni his University to 
the York ('allege 1,ibrary which 
now boasts of an Asian 
Reading Room. 
"Most of the books are on 
history and there are some dic- 
tionaries," said Prof. Ren. 
"Some of the books are very 
rare and it might be dilTicult to 
find them in America." 
Born in the IIopei Province 
of China in 1929, Prof. Ren 
first joined Shanxi University 
as an undergraduate student in 
1949. After graduating in 
1953. he joined the Department 
of History as an instructor in 
the same universilq. flc has 
co~lsecuti\,cly been a lecturer- 
and an  associrtte b)rofessor, 
responsible fc,r te.~ching 
Modern ('hinesc History, 
bethrc I>ccoming a Full 
Profcsios in 19x6. 
"The Imic  problem I have 
here is not being ~ b l e  to speak 
English." he said. But he has 
not let this handicap frustrate 
his visit to America. He is 
leaving behind several video- 
tapes he prepared of his lec- 
tures in Chinese llistory which 
will be translated into English. 
"It would be ~nrealist ic and 
a serious limitaticm if we 
expect everybody to communi- 
cate in Fnglish," said President 
Josephine Davis. "This is ho\v 
business is conducted in the 
political world." 
"He has come in a very dif- 
ficult environn~ent," she said. 
"And we value hi:; hard work, 
even though he felt he had not 
made a great contribution 
because his stand.lrds are so 
high." 
"The exchangt: between 
Shanxi Universit) and York 
College is part of long term 
collaborative efforts," added 
Davis. "This is just the begin- 
ning of what this visit is about 
- which is to transcend region- 
alism." 
This trip was Prof. Ren's 
very first visit to the United 
States of America. "But I was 
in contact with mlny 
Ainericans in China. and it is 
not very different from bhat  I 
hacl expect4," he said. "My 
iews have c1i;tnged i r ~  some 
small ways but not in m y  big 
W l y .  
"I have noticed that )brk 
College students ase very dili- 
gent." Prof. Ken said. "They 
work very hard because many 
st~idents have jobs and fami- 
lies. I used to think that 
Americans ase rich, and would 
not study or work this hard," lie 
added. 
Prof. Ren ardently 'supports 
programs which promote mul- 
ticultural studies at York. 
"American students should not 
be limited to European and 
American cultures only,'' he 
said. 
"There have been a lot of 
cxcliange programs bctween 
'41nerica and China but mostly 
in science and technology," 
said Prof. Ken. Voicing the 
interest of Kun-Chi I'eng, the 
President of Shanxi University, 
he sa id  "We want to promote 
exchanges in Social Sciences." 
But the exchange will not 
be one-sided. Prof. Ren will be 
preparing a report of his expe- 
riences at York and submitting 
it to Shanxi University. 
"We want to have a deeper 
understanding and see what we 
can learn from York College," 
he said. He has also proposed 
to start a journal in which arti- 
cles can be contributed by the 
China. 
Prof. Ken also visited 
Washington I).C'. during tlic 
Winter break and liked thc Iiis- 
torical capital of An~cric;r I 1;: 
also visited Grant's Tonib. in 
Harlem ~ ' h e r c  n 1897 Li [lung 
Zheng. the Chinese Premier at 
the time, had planted a tree 3s 
a sign of respect during his 
visit, Prcsidel~t Grant had ini~i-  
ated closer re!ations between 
America and the Ching 
Ilynasty. 
Given the opportul~ity, I'rot'. 
Ken would like to come 1.0 the 
United States again and v~s i t  
the West Coavt "The most 
memorable part of my visit 
here has been the warm wel- 
come and help I received from 
the York College faculty." lie 
said. 
And the 10;-k faculty 
shared the warm feelings 
expressed by PI-ofessor Ren. 
"We were very lucky to 
have Prof. Ken here," said 
Daisy DeFilippis, Associate 
Dean of Academic 
Administration. "He really rep- 
resented his country well as :m 
alt~bassador of his countl-y." 
FYI: How To Improve Yor Study Skills 
. .. 
hc York ~.'oll.ye ('ounscling atid 
c~'arcc.r Ses: i1.r s oli'ice 0l 'Eei : j  a series of 
ii-cc Study Skill., '~L'orhshop., c \ w y  
kcnlcstcr tr\r :i I!, s udcnt not enrolled in 
1 1 1 ~ .  i:rC4miar~ :OLII se. SI ucient 
~ ) ~ - . \ ~ ~ : I U ~ X I I C I I ~  101 . The three borh- 
 hops ,ire ~ ~ c : , ~ , ; I ~ c I I  to hclp ,;tudents take 
I ~ f l i x t i ~ e  :iOic:\ in ( lass and tiom thr. 
textbook, ;IS ,well : s set-up the all 
iniportant \veckly ;chedule. In addition, 
l~cipi i~l  tccliniq~~ex arc givel~ for taking 
txarrls. metnor i ~ i n g  information, and 
tbr writing a 1i.rln paper. 
The work:;hop:., entitled I) How to 
study el'iecti~ :ly a i d  taking notes, 2 )  
13ow to prepat-: fo -  exams and remcm- 
t,eririg and mi:moriring effectively, and 
3'1 Researching anti writing term papers. 
:!rc given two, son~etinies thrce times 
pcr \emester. Tlie:e workshops are free 
:ind open to all students. The dates of 
the workshop i are always posted on cir- 
culars througl~out he school. 
Mrs. Pearl Roscnberg of' Counseling 
arid Career Sen iccs, has been conduct- 
ing the works!-ops for the last ten years. 
They are given for both day, and 
clrening students. If any student is 
uni~ble to atrencl the \vosk~ l i~ps .  ILIr:.. 
liosenl-)erg is \.! illing to pro\ itic il?di\,id- 
uaI counxcling. Just give ix r  3 call a t  
202-7272 to arrange for m appoi~:t- 
mcilt. 
h?rs. K o w ~ h c r g  has preparcrl a 
strics of thrcc booklets ~ h i c h  duplicxtc 
much of the material 01' the w:orksi-iops. 
If you would like a copy ot'ilie threc 
booklct set, frce of charge, stop bq 
Counseling and Career Services ( ( ' ( ' S ) ,  
located in Room 3E03. The booklets 
are on a display stand right by the 
entrance of the departnicnt. Everybody 
is welcomed. 
The following are excerpts from the 
booklets: 
In order to gct organized for effec- 
tive studying. u schedule is extremely 
important because it helps you find the 
bcst time during which you can study. 
read or just think. 
Note taking is cssent~al to proper 
studying. It's riot only a rehashing of 
what the instructor or textbook said, but 
it also helps the learning process by the 
repetition of the important information. 
When one is taking notes. it is best 
to do Inore listening than writing, pay- 
rrlg special attention to emphasized 
points. repeated statmtents, iuid black- 
board ntltcs. 
Your scnting wlection is :11so in~por- 
ti1111. I t  is best to sit i : ~  the n~itidlc or 
!i-ont of' t l l c  ro~)tn. no: only foi- better 
x c i n g  and I~earing. but to also make i t  
more difficult to daytlream or fall 
x l ecp .  
Reviewing class notes shortly aftcs 
(,lass makes it easier to remember, and 
also brings to mind questions you may 
Ilave. 
Before an exam, it is wise to ha\c 
lead all the material as well as predicted 
(pestions that might he asked. I t  also 
helps to practice writing some answers 
to the predicted questions. One should 
11ot cram but review often. Along with 
getting a decent night's sleep. 
Some successful strategies include: 
:,itting in thc same scat during a test 
that you usually sit in during class, 
answering the q~~cs t ions  you know first, 
and aside froni rereading your answers 
before handing in your test, taking all 
the time that is allotted to you. 
7 he f l rd  part of \b 1.i1 ing ;I term 
As \nu  'ncgin glexiing il~li~r-n!.!:it , i  
t'rom the \;lsiaus sourcc,~, i t  i x  he>[ tc 
start a set of'il:tlex carl.i:, fiw tllc hil~liog 
raphy - a list of all t:.,ts, article\ a n d  
other sources yo~ i  haw ~iseci fi)r your 
paper.4fter you have ga!hercd suft'icrt i i r  
inforniation, write your rough d r ~ f i  and 
make revisions as you reread and 
rework yous paper.LVhm you feel the 
draft is clear in what i t  :ays. thcn i t  i i  
time to type the first drr ft. Afterwar-ci. 
review the entire draft fix spelling. 
structure and cohercncc It may help Ivr 
solneonc else to proofread the befijrc 
handing it i n . k  sure t ~ ,  mdke a photo 
copy for yourself. 
Information and tips, simul:ir t l ~ c  
afbremcntioned. and much more arc 
contained in the booklets. Go  pick o ~ ~ c  
LIP at C'C'S, or if you prefer attend on: 
os all of the workshops. 
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Can't Find A Job? Volunteer! 
[ n 1990, according to the 
Mollthly Labor Rcview, there 
were 974,000 new college 
graduates seeking jobs. That 
sanx: ye;ir, there were 964,000 
job oper~ings for college gradu- 
atec. Add to that more than 
200,000 old graduates seeking 
jobs, ancl you have a lot of men 
and wonlen with college 
degrees watching "Days of Our 
L,iv:s3' i:i 1990. 
Yet,  he prospect of a tight 
job market has turned a grow- 
ing number of recent college 
eraduat<.s to volunteer work as 
a uay to get a foot in the door, 
delay carecr decisions until 
the:y'\e had more time to think 
and get some real satisfaction 
out (of a job well done. 
Mar < Gardner, a 25-year- 
old gratiuate of George Mason 
IJni.iers~ty in Fairfax, Va., had 
no idea what he wanted to do 
aftc- co!lege, so he moved to 
Califtm~ia to do some soul- 
searching. 
"1 just didn't want to go 
back to Fairfax," he said. 
(iardner delivered pizzas to 
make ends meet and did volun- 
teer wo1.k at a sexual assault 
crisis ccmter in his spare time. 
Th.it's where I caught the 
bug for social work and social 
services," he said. His soul- 
se~.rchi~ig brought him back to 
Fairfax, where after doing part- 
time work in social services, he 
ended up working for the 
Salvation Army as a full-time 
case manager. 
Gardner works with resi- 
dents of a community shelter, 
refers them to services in the 
area and helps to find them 
jobs and treatment for addic- 
tions. He says his "hibernation 
period" in California helped 
solidify his career goals. 
Various part-time jobs and vol- 
unteer opportunities in the 
social work field helped him 
get a job. 
''It all sort of came togeth- 
er," he said. 
Gardner's choice to put off 
making a final decision about 
his carecr plans resulted in his 
having a better idea about what 
he wanted to do. This decision 
is not at all uncommon, and 
there are more places to hide 
after graduation than 
California. 
Krista Francois, 23, said 
she felt lost when she graduat- 
ed from James Madison 
University in Harrisonburg, Va. 
She studied education because 
she wanted to help people, but 
the degree wasn't enough, and 
the job market wasn't promis- 
ing either. she decided to vol- 
unteer for a year at a home for 
abused women in Bethel, 
Alaska. 
"This is what I needed -- 
to get away from all that was 
familiar so that 1 could figure 
out what I really wanted," she 
said. "There are so many peo- 
ple in this worked that haven't 
been given what 1 have. This is 
my opportunity to help them." 
By the time she got accus- 
tomed to the 20 hours of day- 
light in the summer, winter 
arrived. "There were days 
when the sun didn't rise at all," 
she said. "It is a very sad way 
of life here." 
Francois said volunteering 
is becoming increasingly popu- 
lar among new graduates now 
because they are, like many of 
their parents in the 19603, very 
much aware of the problems 
facing the world today. This is 
their time to make a difference. 
"1 figured that it was the 
only time in my life when I 
could do something like this," 
said Heather McIntyre, a 
College of William and Mary 
graduate who is volunteering 
for a year at a living facility for 
single mothers in Hartford 
Conn. 
"It's kind of an easy step in 
some m,ays between school and 
going to work," Mclntyre said. 
Volunteers offer their time 
in different ways and for differ- 
ent reasons, and many find 
local volunteer opportunities 
very rewarding. 
"There's no gain or loss 
because you're provided for. 
You live in a very simple 
lifestyle, so you learn to live 
simply," Francois said. 
Brian Kienzle, 23, was 
frustrated when he graduated 
from James Madison 
University and found that his 
degree in psychology was of 
little use. 
"I realized the job market is 
just too compete," Kienzle 
said. So he began searching for 
graduate school. 
While taking his GMATs 
and waiting to hear from 
schools, Kienzle volunteered at 
northern Virginia hospitals to 
gain experience in physical 
therapy, which he has chosen 
for a career. 
"Schools look favorably on 
people who have some volun- 
teer experience," Kienzle said. 
Thanks to the National and 
Community Service Trust Act 
of 1993, students and gradu- 
ates may have even more 
incentive to do volunteer ser- 
vice. In exchange for two years 
of service, the government will 
help pay for subsistence-level 
living costs and a portion of a 
volunteer's student loans, up to 
$4,725 per semester. 
And, whether a volunteer 
seeks marketable experience, 
meaning in life, or a year to 
recover from the demands of 
school, most who have done it 
agree that it is time well spent. 
Tips To Get You The Job 
hl~in tee r  work and graduate school are viable options for 
tho;e u.ho, for whatever reason, %,ant to put off diving into the 
-job ma'-ket. However. not eberyone can get into graduate school. 
A d  m,iny volunteer organizations can be as selective in choosing 
candidates for positions as corporate employers. 
So. many are forccd to dive right into the job application pool 
frc,:;h out of college. But without a graduate degree or a year of 
wluntt-er service under their belts, how can these candidates 
cornpel e'? 
Be] erly Stennet, a counselor at the career development center 
at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va., says career develop- 
ment ca te rs  at most schools offer free services such as resume 
crrl iqucs, workshops on interviewing skills, networking and more. 
Knowing where to start looking for a job is the first step. The 
emplo)ment section of the newspaper seems like the most logical 
p l x c  t~ start, however, Stennet said that most emphasis should be 
placed on networking. 
"Consider everyone a potential contact for you," she said. 
Friend:; who have graduated, relatives, professors, and your 
fr?c:nd>' parents are all potential networking opportunities. Many 
professional associations have college chapters. These provide 
excellent networking opportunities. Many professional associa- 
tions have college chapters. These provide excellent networking 
opportunities as well. 
However, Stennet said do not ignore published ads. "About 20 
pt-:cent of your emphasis should be on the classifieds," she said. 
According to Stennet, both the cover letter and the resume 
sh~~u ld  match what the employer wants. By this point in the job 
search, everyone should have a resume, which should include: 
Education -- List, in rcverse chronological order, colleges 
attended and their location, your major or degree, and your CiPA 
if it is above 3.2. 
Work Experience - List. again in reverse chronological 
order, m y  jobs or internships, even if they were unpaid. Explain 
your dlties at these jobs and accentuate the positive, but don't be 
too creative. Employers know that "custodial engineers" are jani- 
tors. 
.\ctivities -- List extracurricular, sports, and community 
activities, which can be great places to develop valuable leader- 
ship sb.ills. Be sure your prospective employer knows about them. 
Don't include personal information such as height, weight, 
hair color or other irrelevant facts. They're likely to get more 
laughs than telephone calls. There are dozens of books on how to 
write a good resume. Many are worth the investment. 
You can't judge a book by its cover, but you can judge a 
resume by its cover letter. Employers do. A good one can get you 
a job. 
A cover letter should tell the reader that you wish to apply for 
a job, how you heard about the job, and why he or she should 
bother to look at your resume. It shculd be short, flawlessly writ- 
ten, unique, to the point, bold yet conservative. Impossible? 
Nearly, but it can be done. again, see your career counselor and 
buy a good book. 
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CuNY Budget: A $1.3 Billion Plea 
CUNY k budget will not 
heal all that ail5 the universi- 
@, hut it has alrvady provided 
a much-needed vespite from 
further tuitilin itxreases. 
By Christopher L. Chaney 
Editor-in-Chref 
"Fight the real enemy" has 
been an infamous and contro- 
versial rallying call at times, 
but it's application is more than 
appropriate \\hen it comes to 
the CUNY budget battle. 
Chancellor W Ann 
Reynolds' 1094-95 Budget 
Request submitted last month 
totals $1.3 billion for the entire 
CUNY system. Senior colleges 
are to be allocated $205.4 mil- 
lion of that total request and 
community colleges $97.1 mil- 
lion. 
These amounts seem stag- 
gering, but to fulfill the needs 
of the 208,000 CIJNY students 
and the thousands of future stu- 
dents, it just crosses the border 
of adequacy. Historically, the 
CUNY budgets that have been 
approbed by the Governor and 
the New York State Legislature 
have been less than adequate. 
This year's budget request 
reflects an attempt to compen- 
sate for the f~ jcal damage dealt 
to the University jystem since 
1988. There have been massive 
cuts in recent years, three 
tuition increases, two early 
retirement programs and an 
increased enrollment which 
together has put the system at a 
disadvantage - the students 
exist but the resources to edu- 
cate them are lack ing. 
The University's problems 
consists of less full-time facul- 
ty, which has zaused colleges 
to overly depend on adjuncts; 
antiquated instructional tools; 
new buildings on campuses 
without the proper staff to 
maintain them and no funding 
to expand or strengthen suc- 
cessful academic programs. 
The approval of this budget 
request would partially allevi- 
ate the overcrowded class- 
rooms. overworked faculty, 
understocked libraries, anti- 
quated equipment and under- 
staffed facilities of CUNY but 
its approval faces the scrutiny 
of Governor Mario M. Cuomo, 
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, the 
New York State Legislature 
and the City Council. 
CUNY officers are opti- 
mistic about the budgetary pic- 
ture since this year is the sec- 
ond consecutive year with a 
budget increase instead of a 
tuition increase. In recent 
weeks CUNY officers have 
seen some success in the 
trenches by winningXsome 
improvements, some substan- 
tial improvements in the 
(Governor's) Executive Budget. 
Essentially the senior college is 
up by about 37 million from 
last year, the Capital Budget is 
up by 77 million," said Jay 
Hershenson, Vice Chancellor 
for University Relations. 
He added,"But the CUNY 
view is that we have much 
more work to do," said 
Hershenson. 
Governor Cuomo's 
Executive Budget was released 
Jan. 17 and from that day on 
the 30-Day Amendment period 
began. The 30-Day 
Amendment period is granted 
by the Governor's office to 
public agencies who have a 
valid request for additional lob- 
bying time. This time period 
gives CUNY the opportunity to 
gain support for the additional 
45.8 million they requested for 
the Senior College budget as 
well as the other major cate- 
gories before the Mar. 3 1 dead- 
line. 
"Thirty Day Amendments 
are very rare. We just learned 
this afternoon (Thurs., Feb. 17) 
that we got three 30-Day 
Amendments which is very 
good, all along the 
Capital(Capita1 Budget) side. 
CUNY lobbying parties 
plan to utilize the three 30-Day 
Amendments to their fullest 
potential and perceive the elec- 
tion year status of the govern- 
ing bodies (Gov..Cuomo and 
For Assistance 
the N.Y. State Legislature) as 
an advantage for CUNY. 
CUNY's other advantage is 
understanding what goes into a 
budget request. 
"There are three things in 
the City University Budget 
Request. What you want. What 
you need. And what you get," 
said Hershenson.And what 
CUNY is lobbying for now is 
the basics. 
The basics are "more full- 
time faculty; additional com- 
munity college aid; additional 
support for libraries, we want 
to add one librarian to each 
campus; educational technolo- 
gy equipment; student services 
and funding to provide 
enhanced counseling services," 
said Hershenson. 
In the 56-page Budget 
Request the Chancellor out- 
lines many of the successful 
CUNY programs, which have 
produced graduates who have 
provided invaluable service to 
New York City. 
"York's Environmental 
Health Program provided me 
with the skills necessary to 
handle complex environmental 
situations and convey technical 
and scientific information to 
the public in a concise an! 
clear manner. In acknowledge- 
ment of this success of York's 
Environment Health Program, 
this agency has sought after 
and currently employs over 200 
York graduates to carry out the 
mission and the regulatory 
mandates of this department," 
Sandra Roberto, Deputy 
Director, New York City 
Asbestos Control Program. 
The document goes into 
further detail as to how the 
$1.3 billion will be dispersed 
throughout the system to 
expand the numerous 
University programs and 
strengthen already successful 
programs. 
Chancellor Reynolds stern- 
ly states that the City and State 
depend on CUNY for its "vital- 
ity." 
In the budget request's 
opening letter to the four gov- 
erning parties Reynolds details 
four reasons why she is opti- 
mistic about the future of 
CUNY's partnership with the 
governing bodies of the Statc 
and the City. 
At the forefront is 
Academic Program Planning, 
which is the newly established 
evaluation program that mea- 
sures the curriculum according 
to the resources available and 
the demand of the students 
enrolled in the discipline. 
Supposedly, enabling adminis- 
trators to appropriate funds 
more efficiently. 
Secondly, she emphasizes 
the commitment and dedication 
of CUNY students to Higher. 
Education which is clear by the 
widespread growth in enroll- 
ment. 
Thirdly, the generosity of' 
the private sector consisting of 
CUNY supporters and alumni 
who reinvest in the CUNY sys- 
tem through their financial 
donations and job opportunities 
for graduates. 
Reynold's concludes that 
"the 1993-94 Adopted Statc 
and Ctty Budget represented a 
recommitment by the Governor 
and Legislature, the Mayor and 
Ctty Council to The City 
Un~versity. Thts recognition of 
the role the University plays in 
ensuring the economic and 
intellectual well-being of the 
City and State is a fourth rea- 
son for my opinion about 
CUNY's future." 
NEXT ISSUE: THE YOKK 
PERSPECTIVE - WHAT'S 
OUR PIECE OF THE PIE'? 
Colleges Not Preparing Students To Lead 
.' 
RACINE. Wi:?.(CPS) - America's system of higher to compete in a global economy unless undergradu- The report also challenges trustees, administrators. 
education is not preparing graduates to meet the ates gain a higher degree of skills and knowledge than faculty and students to: 
 nation;^ future needs in terms of skills, knowledge they are currently getting, said William Brock, a for- *Evaluate themselves against a 42-point "self- 
and ethics, a report charges. mer U.S. senator, secretary of labor and the current assessment checklist" and make public an institutional 
The repor-., issued in December by the Wingspread chairman of the study group. development plan to build on strengths and remedy 
Group on Higher Education after a year's study by "We have issued this 'wake up call' to alert the weaknesses. 
business and education leaders, challenges the leadership of the nation's college and universities that "Define and publish higher standards of admissior 
nation's 3,400 colleges and universities to engage in a they must rethink their basic assumptions and how and graduation and develop ways to measure institu- 
candid, far-reaching assessment of the state of higher they go about their business," Brock said. "Too much tional and student progress toward those standards. 
education. of higher education and education at every level *Develop a required core curriculum to assure stu- 
"A disturbing and dangerous mismatch exists seems to be organized for the convenience of educa- dents a broad liberal education in addition to profes- 
between what American society needs from higher tors." sional education. 
education and! what it is receiving. The mismatch is "Too many of our institutions of higher learning 
most dangerous in the area of undergraduate educa- fail to put student learning first. Too many are con- 
tion," the report said. "The American imperative for veying to students that individual and community val- 
the 21st century is that society must hold higher edu- ues - civility, tolerance, hard work, compassion -- 
cation to much higher expectations or risk national don't matter very much. And, too many are failing to 
decline." create the habits of mind necessary for lifelong learn- - 
The I I- w~l l  f-v difficl~lt . . . .  . . ' >1 
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Channel Y's Quest For Respect 
Sa:Fety Procedures 
Dear York College community, 
As ;t mcmber of the York College community you will be asked 
to leave the premises during a fire driH or other extraordinary cir- 
:umstances. This "evacuation" of the premises will be conducted 
oy the !iec~lrity Department assisted by "fire wardens." 
Most ekacuations will be conducted under conditions that are 
not lifk threatening but must be viewed as potential life saving pro- 
ledures. 
Members of'the college staff have been designated as fire war- 
jens a~id  requested to assist all occupants of our buildings to leave 
when an cvxuation situation has bzen announced by supervisory 
11embt::s ol'the Security Dept. 
It 1 5  important that all evacuaticms be carried out in a swift and 
;afe manner. The goal is to get all occupants out of the "endan- 
~erzd" ~ r d a  without panic or injury. 
Ihring m evacuation you will be advised to leave by the ncar- 
:st exit. Yo.1 can enhance your own chances of getting out of the 
~uildirq; with a minimum delay by familiarizing yourself with the 
xi ts .  'im should know at least two exit routes from each of your 
;lassrconis. study or dining areas. When you are asked to leave the 
ouildirq; you should always leave swiftly and go all the way out to 
the sidewalk. Should the Fire Department have to respond this will 
give then1 un-obstructed passage into the building. 
Evxuation situations never occur at a convenient time, try to 
imaginr: that the situation may be an authentic life threatening situ- 
ation and ymr  cooperation is required to minimize the threat. 
Emergency evacuations are concluded when the "threat" is no 
longer evident. Drills are concluded when the building has been 
evacuated and the "all clear" is announced. 
'Teacher Tracking' 
I Dear Editor; 
As a struggling student trying to achieve good grades, though sonietimes praying, I've 
discovered that the teacher of the course is a significant portion of thc grade. There are many 
fine teachers at York College, some quite exceptional, but not all of them can communicate 
the subject matter effectively to their students. 
I've found this out the hard way - by struggling along with the rest of my class., whilz 
another professor's class on the same subject did not. This harrowing experience led mc to 
develop a system I call "teacher tracking." It entails looking over the posted grades for thc 
classes I intend to take, well before 1 actually register for them, taking :special note of the 
teaclier. 
The way I see it, if more than half the class has grades of A or R, then the teacher is con- 
sidered to be a good teacher. If the percentage is higher, then the teacher is exceptional. A 
good example of an exceptional teacher, using my system. is Dr. Ostholm-Hinnau of the 
Poli- Sci Dept. This professor consistently grades 60 to 80% of her students with A's and B's. 
Now this is a teacher worthy of pursuit. Unfortunately, since the same professors do not 
teach the same courses every semester, it is wise to "teacher trak" the desired courses several 
semesters in advance, along with having planned a curriculum well in advance, so as to 
accommodate the better teachers into the time frame. The bad news, however, is that more 
and more teachers are not posting the class grades. Not only is this a disservice to students, ' 
but it's also another way of hiding those teachers which leave much to be desired. 
In order to be wise consumers of education, we must be informed consumers. I suggesi 
that we ask the York Student Government to take up this cause on our. behalf so as to effectu- 
ate a change in the school policy so that all the grades of all the students in all the courses 
are posted at all times. 
I Joe Diaz Med Tech Major 
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I By Christopher L. Chaney I 
Editor-in-Chief 
Black History Month is a 28-day celebration of the achievements of African Americans from the invention of the traf- 
fic light to the acknowledgment that an African American man completed the first open-heart surgery. 
There is an attempt made in this short period of time to celebrate a world of information. African American organi- 
zations scramble to showcase some of the many gifts African Americans have brought to American society. Why the 
rush? Why the rush to perform plays celebrating historic figures or concerts that chronicle African American music and 
dance. Why the need to explore the evolution of the Black vernacular from creole to slang all within a month? 
Black History Month should not be necessary. There should not be a time dedicated to recbgnizing the achievements 
of African Americans because their achievements should be common knowledge in our society from the first day of ele- 
mentary school to the last day of high school. And upon entrance to the college of your choice it should be an essential 
part of the CORE curriculum, but it isn't. In fact, in most colleges there is not an African American Studies Department, 
instead it is usually encompassed within the Sociology Department. 
These achievements should be recognized in a classroom every day all over the world. They should be included as 
part of American history and it should not be suggested that the African American contribution can fit into a month's 
time. The achievements of African Americans should be engraved in the minds of every American as are the achieve- 
ments of White Americans from George Washington to Lincoln. What differentiates one history from another? Neither 
history can exist without the other if you want a true depiction of America from our country's pride to our prejudice. 
Once this has taken place, maybe then there will truly be something to celebrate. 
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Oc t:,.vln Butler, the award-winning science 
fictior~ wr~ te r  Icctured at York College on 
Decc nEcr 10. She focused on hel- literary work 
and I-~xcarch, which includes her latest novel, 
Put-(// ),'c ( ? j f h c  Sowr-.  
B ~ t l e r  is a two-time recipient of science fic- 
tion's liigl-cst awarci the Hugo. She won the 
Hugo fvr ! h i t  Short Story and for Best Novel . 
Butlcr has also won the coveted nebula Award 
thr hcwelt.tte. Her accompl~shrne~~ts  are even 
marc inlp~essive because African Anierican 
woma i art: a rarity in tlie area of :;cir.ncc fiction. 
Tile 3:' year-old Butler has h e m  writing 
hi11i.e :,he 'irst begged her niothcr to b ~ ~ y  her a 
type\\,.itel at age ten. She \ \as  raised i n  
I'asal c v a  'alit'ornia and gractuate~i from 
('alitornia State Ijniversity i l l  Lo> Allgelcs. 
t3ulici. s,iitl tlic most help she rccci\ed \vith Iw 
writii 8;; C;I n e  front \vorksliops. 
"I'n? c mfortably asocial," s ; ~ i ~ l  Butler, try- 
in;; t(' dcs;ribc herself. " l ' n ~  a hcrmit in the 
nitcld!~ of I_os Angclcs a pessimisl if I'm not 
careful. a IF'eniinist, ,i Black, a f i rmer  h p t i s t ,  an 
oil and water comb~nation of ambition, laziness, 
insecuri~ y. certainty and drive." 
H ~ ~ t l c r  spoke about the events that have 
inspired h~:r ten novels. Two of her most popular 
work:. are Kitltlrc.ci and Wildseed. Kindmd is the 
story of all African American woman who is 
sent kack n time to the South to find out about 
slavery first hand. Butler explained that 
CZ'ilci.siet/ \vas a reward for writing K/rzdrc>d. 
"h:;nrir erl could not have had a happier end- 
ing t h m  tl-e mere survival of the main charac- 
ter," szicl I<utler, reflecting on how horrific the 
resea~ch Mas for the book. 
K~tldrud was about people of  color being 
powel less in slavery. and how sla\er>, brutalized 
Fani11c:s Ilutler lamented that s l a e r y  broke up 
Afi.icai Ainerican families Ihrougli murder, sale, 
rapc-, .rnd other atrocities. She atlrnit~ed that it 
was nclt fun to \\'rite. 
"1 liad to M rite i .  becaus~: i t  had bc'en living 
~ t ler  Excels 
in me since 1 was in college and it wanted out," 
said Butler. "You write n o ~ e l s  because you have 
to. Because it's time for tlicm to be born." 
Wi/u'secci is about a diflerent aspect of that 
era in the early to mid- 18Ob3's. Butler said that it 
is more about relations bet.#een men and 
women. In both books But er  decided to write as 
if the stories took place on another planet. She 
owes this to her science fiction background. 
"It seems that history i!. the only other planet 
we can write about and be sure it is actually 
inhabited by beings like us." said Butler. 
Butler explained that s f ~ e  researched both 
novels at tlie same titne and used practically the 
same rcsearch material. T l ~ e  research experi- 
ence was not what she t h o ~ ~ g h t  i t  would be. She 
spent a lot of  time in the history department of 
the library - not s~ l t ing  through relics of old 
plantations. 
Butler explained that i t  was a task Just find- 
ing out ho\v tliey did sorne~hing as simplc as 
laundry. "My Grandniothe~ lived on a sugar 
plantation," said flutler. "S!ie did a lot of p x -  
dling of clothes apparently for the people who 
owned the place. I had to look into my own fam- 
ily's history to learn about :his approach to laun- 
dry." 
The title of Butler's latest novel, f'aruhle Of' 
Tlw S o ~ v t .  is taken from th.: biblical passage in 
which seed falls var-iously by the wayside on dry 
or stony ground. But some "other fell on good 
ground and sprang up and hare fruit a hundred 
fold." 
The setting is Southern California from the 
year 2025 to 2027, and the country is plagued 
with a decaying economy and ecology. 
Surviving communities are walled fortresses to 
keep out the desperate and the crazed. The basic 
necessities of life are scarce. The heroine is a 
Black, teenage girl who is mature beyond her 
year and has taken to writing about the world 
around her. 
Ironically, Octavia Butler writes about 
despair, but she epitomizes hope. Her career 
seems to verify that African Americans and 
women can succeed in any area. 
F"REJlJD1CE: 3aldwin's Reality 
(Editor's Note: Tlzr,fi)lloning 
is ,urr  rsc8e. pt oj'rrti irrtsniew 
ndfii . ~ I / I I C J S  Haldn~irz pri~tted in 
thc. F ~ + ~ I . ~ L I I ~  26, 1970 issucl of' 
P(~nrlo rw 5 Hex. It was con- 
rlllct~.'ll SO( . t l  (IJiCfr h t  \';.sited 
F I r r q *  .Vm ton, tlze~forw er 
rnini.sfl?r c! f'dgfi.nse of the 
Kluck Punther Party, in 
~wisolr. ,Vr. wton was serving a 
2-10-1 :;-ye( rr .snitcwc(~,fi)r 
iitrrtz.vr'trugr'~ter,fbr the killing 
of'n /wlicrtiian. ) 
- 
" I he \tatc was unsuc -  
cessl L l ir f r a m m g  him u p  
w ~ t h  2 1'11st degree murder 
char:(: for the k~lling of a 
polic:nialin 
Karen Wald 
H j  K;~rt.n Wald 
0: Yo were just doii n at the 
('all f i ) ~  nla Men's C'olonv In 
San Luis ()b!spo visiting I luey 
Ncwton, can ycu tell US  what 
this trip \vas about? 
A: Huey is one of the most 
imp)rtant people to have been 
produced by thc American 
chaos. 1Iis f i te  is vcry impor- 
tant. ,4nd no1 one person in 
white America, if tliey read the 
mass media knows anything 
about Huey, what procluced 
h i ~ n  or \vli;lt p r o d ~ ~ c e d  the 
Black Panther Party. 
Black people h a w  always 
played in this country, a tor- 
mented role in the white man's 
imagination. They prefer to 
believe him to be King Kong, 
or \vhate\.er it is white 
Americans takc black people to 
be. It's inconceivable to them, 
because i t  says too much about 
the rep~iblic. I think, that the 
Black Panthcr Party was o r i ~ i -  
Party for self defense. And that 
it was pro,iuced as a reaction to 
. artcl I'm .I witness to this 
hecause I b a s  born in tlie ghct-- 
to, to thc tremendous irrcspon- 
sibility of the police force. It 
didn't coine about because 
tiuey and his cohorts are some 
kind of wcird anti-social nion- 
sters. I t  came out of the 1 ery 
real necessity to invest the 
black comniunity with a cel-- 
lain kind of morale, which can- 
not be found in any Anierican 
institution. 
Q: Have 4 0 ~ 1  seen changes in 
I j~rey sincz you first met him'? 
A: In much tlie same way that 
thC events of the last two years 
have caust:d everybody to re- 
think the !,ituation. l Iucy has 
gone through some changes 
himself. I think that oppressors 
alwavs make the samc m~srakc 
to break you by the degree and 
the nature of y c ~ r  punishment. 
But they aluays ~niscslculatc, 
because you may be able to 
break ten people, but tl~erc's 
always one person or two peo- 
plc or three people on wltoln it 
doesn't work, u,Iio use i t  to 
find out soniething and to 
become, in a sense more dan- 
gerous than they were before. 
More dangerous than if you'd 
left them alone - more dan- 
gerous, that is, to the status 
quo. I think Huey is changing 
that way. 
Q: Why is i t  that groups like 
SCLC, NAACP, Urban League, 
and groups like them are just 
beginning to come out i n  sup- 
port of tile Panthers'.? 
A: The whole black situation in 
this country from the start has 
been vcry complicated. The 
;uid H,)I )ker T. U'a~liiilyton \\ . ; IS 
almost :hc b,~ttlc i n  ~ricroc~): .r i .  
Tlicrc's a h a y s  becn sonlctl~in 2
very closcly rcsen~hli '1s a ! Ioa r, 
the \el-!) heart o f thc  .\nicric,iii 
dream. And it appl~cc; t o  blaci. 
pcoplc in great fbrcc, becai~sc 
for a while i t  was \el.,y uselill 
to ~vliat is called the power 
structure to have certain ni:;- 
gers in the window. l o  provcr 
to Americans that they C\.CI.L' 
really \+,hat tliey said they wibr:, 
and to prove to black people 
that they were. And the natui-c. 
ot'the bargain was that tlie n!r - 
ger in the window co~~lc i  MI-CS.  
some :oncessions fi-on tlic st;.- 
~ L I S  quo. i n  return fbi [he t r ;u~-  
q~iilit) of tlic nativcs. 
But the table on :\Iiicli 
these pcoplc operate has v a n -  
ished. Once Martin Luther. 
King Jr. was shot. though aonie - 
nally called the Black Panther They think that tlicy're going battle between W.E.B. I luHo~s  C'ontinued or1 prrge 16 
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i L For The Love Of My Friend: Chapter 4 
2 
$ The following is the fourth 
chapter of a novella being 
published by Pandora's Box in 
series. The first three chapters 
were published in previous 
ssues last semester. 
Michael stood at the top of 
the escalator and admired Joy 
as she made her way back up. 
little thrilled herself by his 
chivalrous manner. 
"My pleasure, sweetie," 
Michael said. Then he thought 
whether or not he should pro- 
ceed a step further and hug 
her.Strangely enough, the 
same thought ran through 
Joy's mind, but she waited to 
see if he would make the first 
- 
wonder what he looked like in 
naked sight, for in her imagi- 
nation she had concluded that 
his was a "um, decent body." 
Now, in light of reality, 
intrigue, imagination and 
slowly took on new dimen- 
sions.She looked in awe at his -
He quietly confessed to him- move.No one dig. 
self that the elevated perspec- Still holding her hand, he 
tive made her look much more looked her over from head to 
interesting than the way she toes to head again. "You look 
had from downstairs. 
Joy wore a white knee- 
long skirt made of pure Indian 
cotton and a plain cream shirt 
with the three top buttons 
open. She had on a pair of 
gladiators' sandals and her hair 
was wrapped in the style that 
most women favored when 
tying their heads with a towel 
in order to take a shower. 
From his vantage position 
Michael could see the full 
range of Joy's protruding and 
delicate chest; and her upward 
motion thrilled his male ego. 
He imagine that she was step- 
ping out of her clothes, reach- 
ing up to engulf his welcom- 
ing muscular form. Gently, 
held a hand out and assisted 
her to step off the escalator as 
it conveyed her to the top. 
"Thank you," Joy said, a 
simply gorgeous today," he 
complimented her. / 
"Really, I do? Thank you." 
Joy blushed and bowed her 
head shyly. "You look good, 
too, showing off your mus- 
cles.""Showing off. Listen to 
you. I am not showing off any- 
thing. This is my weather. I 
get to dress my way in the 
summer, sweetie; I just don't 
G. A, 
Watkins 
like wearing too much 
clothes."Rolling her eyes teas- 
ingly, Joy informed Michael, 
"I can see exactly why you 
don't." 
He wore a faded Denim 
short pants and westcut vest, 
which was unbuttoned and 
open infront, and a pair of flat 
white sandals without socks. 
On the few occasions Joy 
had seen Michael before, it 
had always intrigued her to 
scantily clad form of solid and 
robust muscles and felt her 
own body wince. A flicker of 
unsolicitious pleasure, bitter- 
sweet and frenetic, flashed 
through her. 
"It's hot up here," she said. 
"Could we go for a walk out- 
side?" 
"Sure. As a matter of fact, 
it is beautiful out 
there.'"'Okay, so let's go!" 
Michael bowed slightly and 
made a genteel gesture. "After 
you, sweetie." 
"Thank you," Joy said, all 
in smiles, and led the way to 
the escalator. 
Instinctively she felt con- 
vinced that if ever a man were 
to make her experience the 
essential emotion her name 
implied, it was this one who 
now stood behind her on the 
descending escalator. 
Michael Hardbranch was 
not a very talkative person; he 
spoke only when necessary. 
And he didn't deem it so as 
they strolled side by side 
toward the campus exit. He 
noticed how Joy glowed in the 
direct sunlight and all he 
wished for was to jist lay in 
some open windswept park or 
flowered meadow and contem- 
plate her ethereal beauty. 
They stopped on the side- 
walk, awaiting the appropriate 
moment to cross the street. 
He observed that almost 
every passerby, on feet and in 
automobile, and of every eth- 
nicity, impulsively turn to 
admire Joy. And he knew it 
was for no other reason than 
her extraordinary beauty and 
grace. 
It is such a paradox, he 
thought, that the two races 
which many think are not 
meant to live together because 
of some assumed inferior and 
superior status, are the very 
same two races that have pro- 
duced this admirable human 
being. 
Michael smiled and shook 
his head pitifully. He held 
Joy's hand and led her across 
the street. 
"Hey, I have an idea. How 
about some coconut water and 
cane juice?" he suggested. 
"Yuh know, you is mo' fim 
dan I tought. Dat's just de 
right stuff fuh dis weader, 
man." 
"Boy, mention coconut 
wata an' cane juice an' some 
people sure fine dey roots and 
culture quick. Come on, yuh 
little Trini-Jew girl. I know 
some Rasta brethren on 
Nostrand and Eastern Parkway 
who sell some fresh and ice- 
cold ital." 
He led toward his '91 bur- 
gundy Acura Legend and they 
sped off in search of coconut 
His Perserverence Inspires Us All 
By Claude1 Trajan 
Reporter 
Michael Washington is a popular 
26-year- old graduating senior at York 
College. He majors in psychology and 
will graduate this fall with an overall 
G.P.A. of 3.3 and 3.7 within psycholo- 
gy. He is a veteran of the United States 
' Armed Forces. He does volunteer work 
with the elderly and with children with 
disability. He recently took the GRE 
exam and plan to attend graduate 
school in September. But Michael 
Washington greatest challenge in life is 
to survive his affliction with the dread- 
ful disease cancer. 
His story started in Germany in the 
Fall of 1988. He had been serving in 
the Air Force for three years, playing 
football for his division, and was look- 
ing forward to doing a lot of things 
with his life. 
He was in excellent health until 
approximately six months prior to his 
diagnosis when he noted the onset of 
g intermittent dull aching low back pain 
$ and sharp stabbing upper mid back 
pain that was relatively mild. In 
$ November of 1988 his health started to > deteriorate, the progression came on 
very quickly, and subsequent paralysis 
from the waist down occurred. 
Washington was diagnosed as hav- 
ing a lesion on his spine which caused 
his spinal column to collapse onto his 
spinal cord. Two days later, he was 
taken to Walter Reid Hospital in 
Washington D.C., where a team of sur- 
geons performed a 16-hour surgery. 
His subsequent rehabilitation lasted 
four months during which time he was 
told that he had cancer. 
"It was a really difficult part of 
life, since I had to learn to walk again . 
There were a lot of uncertainties about 
my future or whether I even had a 
future". Somehow he made it through 
the darkest part of his life . He was 
discharged from the Air Force and is 
now a retired veteran. 
His cancer is of the solitary plas- 
macytoma. Simply put, his body does 
not recognize itself on a cellular level. 
From his limited understanding of it, 
Michael has a proliferation of plasma 
cells which just attacks his body. 
Michael quickly realized that it was 
time to move on since this disease did 
not defeat him. Consequently, he 
turned his focus toward his future and 
Gamed to live with the disease. " My 
main source of inspiration were my 
friends who were all very successful in 
many endeavors." He then came to 
York College where he met an abun- 
dance of friends who have grown to 
know him and expressed a great deal 
of love and admiration for him. "This 
ue my growth process in my daily task 
of living with cancer." 
Michael is spontaneous, witty, and 
extremely friendly. Most individuals 
would carry a permanent anger in their 
eyes and sadness in their heart, but not 
him. He is an extrovert and is unrnis- 
takably positive in his interaction with 
all people. 
"Michael has dealt with this dis- 
ease very directly and very optimisti- 
cally. As a student of psychology, he 
understands that the body and the mind 
have an effect on each other. He is 
therefore keeping a very positive atti- 
tude so that he can mentally assist his 
body to overcome the disease. He 
faces his illness very bravely and very 
directly . This direct confrontation has 
been very effective in postponing the 
negative effects" , said Dr. Daniel 
Stern, coordinator of the Psychology 
Department at the college, and to 
whom Michael has been an assistant. 
When Michael was first told that 
he had cancer, his response was atypi- 
cal. "Generally, people have many hor- 
rible stories about cancer and its subse- 
quent outcome, but I have never sub- 
scribed to those stories. Thus, I have 
never really suffered in the manner in 
which would someone else with the 
disease. I have always been a happy- 
go-lucky guy who enjoys life and hard- 
Michael Washington is a man on a 
mission of success. I 
ly took anything too senously." 
Since knowing that he has cancer, 
he has been living his life in fast-for- 
ward. "There are a lot things that I 
want to accomplish and little time to 
. 
do them all. Sometimes i feel that i 
have to move at a rapid pace by doing 
things in a hurried fashion , and hop- 
ing to accomplish everything I want to ' 
with my life." 
"The most difficult aspect about 
my situation is knowing that I have this 
disease and knowing nothing else. I do 
not know when it will disable me 
again. I feel that I am not in control . 
This also lead to despair." 
Michael aspires to get his Phd. in 
Continued on page 16 
Denzel Washington plays Joe Miller in a top-notch performance 
By Siah Bonita Hagin 
Reporter 
- Tri-Star Picture's latest 
release Philadelphia stars 
Academy Award winner 
Denzel Washington a ~ d  
Academy Award nominee 
Tom Hanks. This drama 
focuses on AIDS, one of the 
most feared diseases of our 
time. Directed by Academy 
Award winner Jonathan 
Demme (The Silence of The 
?. 
Tragic, 
(Washington), a fellow 
attorney whom he has 
worked with in the past. 
Once Miller learns of 
Beckett's condition, he turns 
the case down flat, falsely 
justifying his decision by 
explaining he is not quali- 
fied enough for the job. 
Miller, who also harbors a 
deep hatred for homosexu- 
als, eventually takes 
Beckett's case and learns to 
tolerate both Beckett, who 
happens to be gay, and his 
lover lifestyle. 
AIDS has had a sudden 
impact on our society and 
while we know that sexual 
contact is not the only way 
of obtaining this disease, it 
is the most common way. 
Whether you have AIDS or 
know a loved one who has 
this disease, you will be 
touched by this film. 
Looking back, the one 
thing that lingered through 
my mind throughout the 
entire film was how sup- 
Lambs), Philadelphia is a portive Beckett's lover, 
story about the life and short- ~ i ~ ~ ~ l ,  played by Antonio 
comings of a man who is dis- Banderas, and family was. 
criminated against because he Despite his ill-natured 
bears the AIDS virus. ' environment and his impend- 
I-hks Podrays Anchew ing death, Beckett celebrates 
Beckett, a top notch lawyer his life by throwing a party 
who is suddenly fired from his and invites several of his clos- 
prestigious law firm when est friends, including Miller 
they learn of his disease, and his wife. In learning to 
despite his recent promotion tolerate Beckett7~ lifestyle, 
to executive assistant. Beckett Miller willingly goes to the 
who feels that he is a victim 
of injustice turns to Joe Miller Beckett sees Miller as 
Tearful, 
being his only hope for justice 
to prevail. For Miller, Beckett 
is a person whose life that has 
been snatched away but whose 
spirit will live forever and in 
the process learns how to 
appreciate what is so often 
taken for granted. 
An emotional tear-jerkier 
that is not only a great film 
but a reality check of how 
horrifying AIDS really is, 
Philadelphia brings all of our 
fears about Aids to the sur- 
face. 
Miller represents the atypi- 
cal heterosexual male who 
doesn't want to associate with 
2 
zi 
homosexuals. This is proven 
when Joe is asked out on a 
date by a member of the gay 
"community." 
Beckett represents the "in- 
the-closet'' homosexual who . 
will not express who he really 
is, for fear that he will be 
rejected by his peers. 
Although Philadelphia was 
about AIDS, it was also about 
discrimination, something 
everyone can relate to. While 
Philadelphia was not the first 
film made about a deadly dis- 
ease, it no doubt sends a pow- 
e f i l  message to the public. 
Tom Hanks as Andrew Beckett earns his Oecar nomination. 
Positive Roles Finally Make It To Hollvwood Scripts 
I3ySharlffA.AU - 
Arts & Entertainment Editor 
As we look back on the 
past $ear in H ~ l l y w ~ ~ d ,  many
achievements were made by 
African Americans in front of 
and behind the camera. A step 
forward was definitely made 
to insure a positive image of 
our people. 
In the past, African 
American actors were only 
given the third rate roles of 
drug dealers, pimps, hot-head- 
ed criminals and "yes9'-men. 
Today, they portray the doc- 
tors, lawyers, engineers, scien- 
tist and journalist that do exist 
in present day society. 
' 
While we still have many 
more roads to travel and many 
more obstacles to overcome, 
1993 will surely signify a 
mihtone in the public per- 
ceptign of the Afiican- 
AlWdcan. 
- i 
I 
positive roles, have made it 
possible for all African- 
Americans to hold their heads 
up high. 
Denzel Washington-The 
Academy-Award winning 
actor presented America with 
not one, but two powerful por- 
trayals of positive African- 
Americans in today's society. 
His role as a reporter in The 
Pelican Brief and as a lawyer 
in Philadelphia finally 
brought to the screen the suc- 
cess and prominence that 
African Americans have 
achieved in the real world . 
Wesley Snipes-The hot 
superstar of the year did jus- 
tice for African Americans in 
law enforcement.While his 
cartoon-like performance in 
the hit film Demolition Man 
was not what many would 
highlight as a positive step 
forward, his performance in 
Rising Sun as a no-nonsense 
police dekytive was surely a 
highlight in this otherwise so- 
so film adaptation of the 
Michael Crichton best seller. 
Samuel L. Jackson-This is 
one performer who has come 
a long way in the industry. 
Known for lesser profile roles 
in Spike Lee films, Jackson 
hit the one-two punch in 1993. 
He first played a best selling 
novelist in the little seen Amos 
& Andrew, but it was his role 
as a computer programmer in 
the mega-hit Jumssic Park 
that really took notice. 
Jackson,while not compromis- 
ing his belief that he should 
be honest in his roles, took on 
three that truly made a step- 
ping stone for Afiican 
Americans and a personal olie 
for the actor as well. 
Angela Basseit - An 
actress who, over a two year 
period, has built a career on 
portraying realistic African 
American women of strength. 
From Dr. Betty Shabazz in 
Malcolm X to Tina Turner in 
last year's What b Love Got To 
Do With It, Bassett has proven 
that women, with the right 
role, can be an inspiration to 
Robert Townsend - 
While many felt that his film 
The Meteor Man was not what 
it should have been, Townsend 
must be applauded on two 
counts. One, showcasing an 
ordinary man who stands ul 
for what he believes in and 
does the right thing, and twu, 
for presenting America with 
it's first true African 
us all. 
Will Smith - 
RapperIActor Smith hit 
Hollywood with a knockout 
punch last year. First he 
played a high school honors 
student in the Summer hit 
Made In Arnerich, but his role 
as the wicked-yet-wise con , 
man in Six Degrees Of 
Sepamtion showed a new 
complexity in the roles 
African Ameriqans play. 
able. 
While they ma/. have a car- 
rupt side to th , they can 
also be wise d knowWge- t Continued on page 15 
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I have no purpose to introduce political and social 
equality between the white and black races.. . There is a 
physical dflerence between the two which, in my judge-, 
ment, will probably forever forbid their living together 
upon the footing o f a  perfect equality; and inasmuch as 
it becomes necessary that there must be a difference, I 
arn in favor of the race to which I belong having the ' 
superior position 
tion for a lt~ng~tanding con- for travel. There's a danger of ject. A contact has valuable 
cern. Creative interests and getting bogged down in details SCORPIO (October 23 to information to share with yo& 
dealings with children are on the job. .- November 21) Household Progress is steady. Friends 
SOAP CHECK 
I L L  MY CIIiII-JIREN: Dirnitri lashed oui at Kendall for bringing Richard Fields to 
:ourt. I)espitc: Anion's plea that she tell the truth, Kendall testified that she never told 
- r i a  that Diriitri seduced her. Alec, fearing Gloria might commit suicide, begged 
ier to choosr h ~ m  over Adam but Gloria insisted she wanted to spend her life with 
x r  husband. Alec later warned Stuart it would ruin Gloria's life if he told Adam what 
i e  knew about hi:. (Alec's) attempt to oust Erica and take over Enchantment. After 
:onfessing s111: IiaJ spent the night with Alec, Gloria begged Adam for his forgive- 
less. U ' A I T  1'0 SEE: Jack is stu~ined by ;I revelation in court. 
QIVOTHER WOICLD: Carl made a risky move, realizing it could cost him 
iachel 's Invc. I a t x ,  Rachel told Cass she had new information that will clear 
LZac's name. john saw a different side to Spatler when he confronted him about his 
j ~ ~ d d e n  cli:ul;.c: of  mind. Kelsey was devastate~l when John had a nightmare and 
:iilled out Sh 1r11:n;'s name. Vicky planned to marry Ryan before her baby's birth. 
-elicia \\,;is t11:-illetl to sec 1,orna waiting tix hcr at hoiile. but \vns ~ L I I / I C ~  at 
L.cma's treatlrrent of Victor. Josie stnigglcd to scparatr I~crself'liom 1Jonnie. 
W A l I  T O  St:F,: '<ache1 makes her decisicm ilhout ('arl." 
BOLD AND T H C  BEAllTIFUL: Brooke .lgrccd to return 11ic company's control to 
Eric if she eo111d g ~ )  to Europe with Ridge. hlacy told Karen of  ('onnor's conccrn that 
she iKare111 c')uld '5ccome pregnant bccaust hc didn't use a condoni the night before. 
lipset lv i t '~  Sal lv '~,  eft'orts to match her u p  u i th  Anthony, Macy tibbed about not 
being intertslcd in him. In nced o f a  new place to l i \ q  Anthony accepted Sally's offer 
to share hcr i io~nc aftcr learning that Macy \,kited frequently. Darla was worried 
when Sally said A ~ ~ t h o n y ' s  acceptanc:e meant he wantcd to spend more time with her 
[Sally). U,\I'I"TO SEE: Brooke and James learn some interesting things about one 
 noth her. 
DAYS 01' OIJR LIVES: hlarlena told Jc'lin lsabella u a s  his daughter. Rcaliling 
Kristen was :; i l l  Iinsurc about marrying Tony, even aftcr learning John fathered 
lsabella, Stef:ir~n p ~ ~ t  his next plan into operation. Believing Stefi~no was trying to flee 
in his car, .lohn ~ I I (  it at the tires and was shockcd to see the auto explode into flames. 
$3 distraught liristci agrced to fillfill DiMera's "last ~ . i s h "  and becamc Tony's wite. 
41arl was worried that C'arric might bc able to idet~tify him as  lit^ attacker. Mary l i t d  
.I.~at shc had cc:atrc~yed the shoes Kate threw into the trash. WAIT TO SEE: John's 
ct'fol-ts to find his 1 m t  could threaten Iiis baby's life. 
GENERAI,  IIIOSPITAL: Ryan was scnt to a m a x i m ~ m  security tacility aftcr h ~ s  
u~lsucccssful c f f ; ~  to bomb Mac and Felicia's wedding. Felicia rushed to <kncr,il 
flospital after learning of  her daughter, Maxie's, illness. Karen. with thc help of  an 
orderly. tried to assist a frantic addict. Sean was unable to find e\- idelm in Alan's 
tuxedo that would link him to Ray's murder. Luke played a romantic game with 
Laura on Valentine's Day. Ned hoped asking Katherine for a date would bolster his 
standing within ELQ. Damian told a stunned Lucy about Bobbie agreemg to a niid- 
night rendezvous with him. W A l T  T O  SEE: Sonny's visit to Brenda could pay off 
in Inore ways that one. 
GIJIDINC; LIGHT: Roger told Nick he'll drop charges against l-;illy if Alex 
drcpped fraud charges against him. Alan-Michael invited Lucy to his home. 
However. his plans for the night changed when he overhcard her on tlic phone with 
Buzz and realized she was a ~ i r g i n .  Pauly showed interest in F;le~li's Valentine's l)ay 
gifi. Bridget consirlted Ross about hcr legal rights to  Pcter now that the adoption cir- 
culnstances had changed A-M found a letter f'rom Hart to Jenna. Blake lound Pauly 
at 1;rank.s (where he br-oke in looking for thc s~ l \ . e r  box). 1.ater. as Ross a ;is put/ling 
o v c ~  Paul Hardman (who had scnt the flowers). Pauly Joined him at Iiis able. W l i l l '  
I C I  SEE: Josh and Tangic make an important decision. 
O h  E LIFE TO 1,IVE: I'thel emerged f iom her. coma .und cleared 1)orian of  t ry~ng  
to I. i l l  her. However, she told Viki she saw Dorian kill Victor. 1l;uik r e p ~ t c d  to Viki 
thx the coroner's report on Victor was sealed at his death. Dorian. L3la1. and 1.una 
u.ere concerned over Cascie's mental state. Later. Dorian f ught \\ith Ja.;on after she 
confronted Beth and blamed her for her daughter's breakdotvn. Hank proposed to 
Sht ila. Nora and Bo decldcd to put off marriage and J ~ i s t  stay engaged tbr the time 
bei!ig. Angela sent a letter to Cord revealing that 'T'ina and Cain were not I c p l l y  mar- 
ried. Clint and Viki received their divorce papers. W A l T  ' 1 ' 0  SEE: Todd prepares to 
see < vengeance. 
\'OUNG AND T H E  RESTLESS: ('hris told Silva if Danny wants a divorce, hc'll 
ha \e  to file for it. First Cole, then Ryan, turned down Victoria's request that they gu 
away ~vi th  her. Mary told April she dreamcd ofseeing Paul, April and I-leaiher reunit- 
ed as a family. Robert made flight reservations for Ge~roa City. Nikki told a stunncd 
Ka! that Victoria's marriage to Cole was ~ u l ~ l i ~ l l e d .  Victor then got inlonnatiott on 
ho\> blood tests detcnninc paternity and enlisted Douglas' hclp in tlcal~ng with 
Oal..ley. .led Sanders was in\-ited to Ashley anti 13lade's nuptials. Rlad~: took a call 
frorn a woman who asked him t o  meet with her. WAIT T O  SEE: Victor gets somc 
interesting new infiwnation. 
The Sounds That Made 1993 Worthwhile 
L 
Snoop Doggy Dogg 
1 )ogg~.Stj.Ic~ ( Interscope): This 
\\;is by far one of the most 
talked about and eagerly 
anticipattd albums of the year. 
Known for his hackup vocals 
on Doctor Dre's Tile Chronic., 
Snoop dcli\,ered one of the 
most well constructed albulus 
of the year. FI-0111 the hit sin- 
g le W / I ~ I  :s hf17 Nunie' to Gin 
R ,hticc,this alburn was a most 
notable stand out in 
I993 .(A+) 
Toni Braxton - Toni 
ljrur.\-torl (Arista): This P.K. 
(Preacher's Kid)did not fall by 
the waste side as she debuted 
\vith an impressive first 
album. Already known for her 
contribution to the double- 
platinum Boomcrung sound- 
track. Braxton,  along with 
super producers L A .  Reid 
and Babyface, brought us the 
instant classics Another Sud 
1,OlV So11g. Sl~lY~ll It%olc~ D(i,l..\. 
and Hrc~itllc~ :Igcrin. One can 
cspect more from this talented 
twenty-something in the near 
Babyfiice - f i r  Tile Cool 
111 You (Epic): Already known 
for producing some of the 
hottest acts in the industry 
(Bobby Ell-own, Whitney 
Houston Pebbles), his 
singing talents are not to be 
reckoned with. From the title 
cut to Lol&, Lo&, Babyface 
has delivered a romantic 
album that is full of beautifill 
ballads and slow songs.(A+) 
Das Efx - Struight Up 
Smus idc  (EastWest): The 
dreaded duo from Long Island 
sophomoric efforts were far 
superior ..o their debut album. 
Noted fo - their diggity-diggity 
style of rap.which has since 
been duplicated. the twosome 
has grown in style and sub- 
A l ' r ihe  (';tllcd Qwcst 
l~ i~ r ' / i /~<I~ /  , \~ ( / I~ / I< /cJ / ' .Y  
(.li\e:K('A): The abstract Q -  
tip, Yhife dog and Ali 
Shaheed M u h a m m a d  
returned with a third album 
that was more centered and 
well-constructed than their 
previous outings. From the hit 
sirigle , ~ i \ t ~ r ~ d  h u ~ .  to T k  
('/~lr.st', I'urf I/, Qwesf truly 
made a name fol- themselves 
in'93.(A) 
De L a  Soul - Hlihloone 
Mind Stutc (Tommy Boy): 
T he trio (Mase,  PosDnous 
and Trugoy) from Long 
Island came out with a third 
album that was even more ful- 
filling than their previous 
effort. While not the instanta- 
neous classic as their 1989 
debut Three Feet High und 
Rising, De L a  did make heads 
turn ln'93 and one can no 
doubt expect more from these 
hip-hoppros.(A) 
0 Brian McKnight BI.~LIII 
Mc.Kinght (Mercury): While 
Brian McKnight was known 
for half of '93 as the one-hit 
wonder for L o ~ v  Is, his duet 
with lir~ie.v.slr Williur~is, he 
later proved hin~self  with a hit 
/ A, 4n Innoce Man? 
Iia~~:  been unsur~wwxt .  Ikspitc: all his 
g o ~ d  c.eds, the media insists on paint- 
ink! a nc.gative picture or' him. 
On February 10. 199.3 A t K  televi- 
sic.11 aired an onc-on-one interbiew 
with Ja:kson antl talk-show host 
C ) ~ l l  ah Wtnfrey. More than 90 tnillion 
vimers t ~ ~ n e d  in to the show which 
w;~: taped at Jackson's Neverlaiid 
Valley Xanch in Santa Ynez, 
C;riiforI1ia. 
During the interview Jackson 
re\wile.j that he was beaten as 3 young 
boy by his father. He also put t r ~  rest 
that he does sleep in an oxy- 
-t I hcse ~ L I I ~ O I - \  created by thc nledin - 
f t h : ~  cnl eloped his l i l t -  were the least 
J. 
2 nf'.'ack;on's worries. Last sunitner. 
6 
: Jac.l\wt~ was accused of scxu~~l ly  
2 - rnolcstlng a I .i ycar-old boy \zho spctlt 
2 ti13ie L+ 111 the superstar at his r;lncl~. - 
The allegations that were brought 
against the entertainer have damaged 
his rcp~ttation tremendously and may 
have caused a tiownfall to his career. 
( i n  Novembcr 12, Jackson can- 
celcd the remaining concerts of his 
IIIII\(;I:IIOIJS tour. \vhich \<.as it-on- 
ioretl by PEPSI-('OLA. co. PEPS1 
stating that they had a working rela- 
tionship \vith him until the end of the 
tour, ended their relationship with 
Jackson \?,hen he canceled the last 
s h o ~ s .  PEPS1 filed a lawsuit against 
Jackson for breach of contract antl 
they settled out of court for an undis- 
closed amount. 
Jackson lost his childhood because 
he began his career in entertainmmt at 
such an early age. There were to 
many performances and pressures put 
upon him and his brothers to have a 
regular childhood. Many feel that is 
why Jackson has developed such ;I 
deep l o ~ e  for children because when 
he spends time with them he is able to 
li\,e the cl~ildhood that he never h ;d .  
He also contributes financially to 
many charitable organizations that 
bcnefit children. I t  is also a well 
knou n h c t  that he has a large petting 
m u .  ;~uditoriuni and amusement park 
on his ranch, which he allows children 
to frequently visit. l 'he amount of time 
he has spent alone \vith children par- 
ticularly with young boys has moti\.at- 
ed the media to believe tlic he was 
capable of such allegations. the media 
to belie\ c that he \vas capable of s~lch  
allegations. 
Mr. Jacli>ol~, was hounded by the 
media after a n  unidentified I?-year- 
old boy made his allegations of 
molestation public, spent several 
weeks in hiding at home and abroad. 
As Jackson hid, the media continuous- 
ly slandered his name. Forced to 
defend his honor and name, Jackson 
eventually came forward with a public 
statement stating his innocence. 
Embarrassed by thc fiasco, 
Jackson faced further embarrassment 
when he was subpoenaed to undergo a 
strip search that would prove him 
innocent or guilty. In the end Jackson 
decided to settle out of court and pre- 
serve what was leA of his reputation. 
They say that a Inan is innocent 
until proven guilty. but in this case we 
will nc\,t:r knmv because nothing was 
proven. What it all comes down to is 
that only .lackson. the young boy, and 
(iod knows uhat really happened. 
Regina Belle - h~r.sio/i  
(Columbia): Regina Belle s ~ 1 -  
fered from the curse oj'being 
one of tl~ose great singers that 
were hardly recognizecl but 
changed drastically in '93 
when her hit duet, .4 U'holc 
Neu, Mwld (Aladdin's 
'Theme) from the hit t'ilm 
Iitrddi,i. with Peabo ELryson 
went to the top of thc charts. 
I_at=r, she released her 
album ti tied Pu.s.sion ~ h i c h  
gave u:; the instant cla:;s~c l r  1 
Could. No\v on thc forefront. 
Ms. Belle certainly came :I 
long way and pro\ ed that she 
Continued on puge 16 
This Is The End 
It's doomy, dark, and damp tonight; 
But I'm acqu.aintcd with this fright. 
I lay in bed, and I 'm ashamed - 
I hear the de\.il cd l  my name. 
Tears trickle down my hollow face; 
His arms extend lo give embrace. 
Alone and 'tiaid ... my heart is grim, 
With fearful thoughts of greeting him. 
A broken hoye to apprehend: 
Is this the beginn~ng or the end? 
Wakon Wasichi 
Who Am I 
Who am I? 
I am no one - nothing 
I walk in the lighl of my invalidity, 
to claim my validity. 
Darkness 
Void 
Protect me ... 
Fromathe pop ~10~1s. 
My nonexistence, 
encompasses my being. 
Who am I'? 
but that which 
I am not! 
I am different 
from the norm! 
I do not, 
belong! 
I am an invalid 
I am invalidated 
by popular demand 
not entitled 
to normalcy 
or benefits 
of freedom 
I exist 
only within 
my mind's eye 
Isolation 
Invalidation 
are my company 
my credibility. 
Daniel Saposnick 
Continuedfrom Page l1 her world. It was a truly gift- 
American superhero. A hero ed performance that should 
who was not a joke, but a not be overlooked. 
Positive Roles 
true, albeit fictional, inspira- 
tion to our youth - who, 
until recently, had to look to 
others for encouragement. 
i 
$ 
: e 
X 
0 Alfre Woodard - This 
high caliber, little seen actress 
was the notable standout in 
the apartheid drama Bopha!. 
Woodard, who, along with 
actor Danny Glover, not only 
represented a family dealing 
with inner struggle, but a 
woman who was the center- 
piece between the warring 
factions in her family and in 
POETRY 
YEW YORI<, NEW YORK 
Vew York, New York, 
~h big apple of the universe! 
o you I come with bon appetit, , 
he expectation of a flourishing city 
lot a damned curse. 
Ib relish my heart 
~ i t h  your succulent juice 
~verflowing your streams, 
Xing  your valleys -- 
lot staining your streets; 
he blood of your cultivators - 
he elderly, the infants, the youth. 
l h  big apple of which 
he overnight-get-rich 
s elusively spoken! 
vly first bite into you - 
1 sore-footed messenger - 
)arely earned me a commuter's token; 
vhile of humble abodes in the ghettos I do make mention, 
IOU would think I'm leasing 
me of your corrupt caretakers' mansions. 
Jew york, New york., 
)h universal, multicultural melting pot! 
four splendid banquet of ethnicity 
lavishly savor; 
lour rising racial prejudice, 
wending like your summer's heat- 
n it I find no favor. 
Jew york, New york, 
jh great stage to the American dream! 
n your glamorous cast I hope 
o one day be - my own dream come true - 
or in this wide, truculent world 
here's no other stage, or pot 
jr apple as reachable as you. 
G.A. Watkins 
While the changes in 
Hollywood are small and few, 
they do exist and one can 
only hope that while 1994 
brings forth new talent and 
new ideas, they will continue 
to represent positive images 
of African Americans. 
Sounds of 1993 
Continued from page 14 
nost certainly could in '93.(A) 
Boyz I1 Men - Christmas Interpretations (Motown): The 
Sophomoric efforts from the quartet from Philadelphia were 
not to go unnoticed. They did in fact release a well-made holi- 
day album filled with timeless holiday classics and new songs 
as well, including the hit single, Let It Snow. While it was an 
excellent achievement, this is one album that many won't be 
playing in their radios year-round.(A-) 
Of course there were many albums that were well made, 
but did not make the list. These honorable mentions include 
Menace I1 Society - Original Motion Picture Soundtrack, 
Arron Hall's The Truth, Ice Cube's Death CertiJicate, Salt- 
N-Pepa's Very Necessary, Trends of Culture's Trendz, Buju 
Banton's Voices of Jamaica, Erick Sermon's No Pressure, 
Celine Dion's The Colour of My Love, and MC Lyte's Ain't 
No Other to name a few. 
As we enter 1994, the game's the same. Look for old 
favorites like Ralph Tresvant, Jodeci, Anita Baker, TLC, 
Ce Ce Peniston and some new additions to the music world 
(I.E. Domino, Xscape), that will most undoubtedly make it's 
mark in the year ahead. 
Baldwin 
Continued from page 8 
people think it was so long 
before that, it was perfectly 
clear that there was no way to 
be a good nigger. And that's 
not even pejorative because 
Uncle Tom played a very 
important role historically. But 
the role that he played is no 
longer possible to play. The 
defenders of the status quo 
have in effect given as much 
as they can give. And now 
even the most respectable 
black cat is very much, 
whether or not he likes it or 
whether or not he wants to 
admit it, no matter what his 
age - he is also part of the 
target, no matter how famous 
or how rich he is. 
We are all the Viet Cong, 
none of us can really be trust- 
ed from the point of view of 
the defenders of the American 
power. Not even the most agile 
Uncle Tom can hope to have 
any meaningful discussion or 
dialogue with Attorney 
General John Mitchell. 
Michael Washington 
clinical psychology with a 
health orientation and 
focus on the effects of 
chronic illness on a per- 
son. he hopes to provide 
more effective means for 
patients to cope with 
chronic illness on a long- 
term basis. Until then, he 
offers a genuine invitation 
to anyone with a similar 
story and in need of 
someone to talk to, to 
lege or through the 
Psychology department. 
"I know what it's like not 
to have someone there for 
you, and not understand- 
ing you. I believe that I 
can offer a unique service 
and am very willing to do 
so." 
Just Do It: 
Join The 
Box 
To Dana:Stay awake 
in class-Happy 
Valentine's Day. 
Chris. 
WANTE:D : Dancers & 
Drummer:; to join 
Ebony F ire Dance 
Company. Other tal- 
ent is also invit- 
ed. I:£ you would 
like to help spread 
the E'IRI, please 
conts.ct Corinne @ 
(718)740-0699 or 
(917) 989-0473 any- 
time . 
FRANKIE. f would 
like to have my 
money back. I'm 
tired oE waiting. 
Gina. 
J.F.: You will for- 
ever be "THE 
FEVEF"! M.E. of 
P. B. 
K.A.O.S. Dancers 
are recruiting for 
Dancfrs, Models, 
Sing~rs , 
Bodybui- ders and 
-Frat. & Sor. step- 
% 
i pers. Contact 
Y 
7 Rochelle at ' (718)592-5966 for 
i 
upcoming shows. 
8 
s PSYllO HAVE A GREAT 
To my Sweetheart :You 
are what makes my 
world turn. Your love 
has enabled me to 
overcome what only 
you and I know. I 
love you. Michael. 
WANTED:Math Tutor for 
Calculus 11. Call 
Moussa D O ~ O  (718) 592- 
7663. Available 
Monday and Wednesday 
after 12p.m. 
To my One and Only 
Love:Even though you 
are the Managing 
Editor of Pandora's 
Box and don' t have 
time for me, I want 
you to know you are 
still thought of. 
Hi Mom! I promise to 
stay in school. P.S. 
Hi Macho, Len & 
Rock' elle. Love 
Sonora . 
To Shari f f : Happy 
Valentine's Day. I 
know you're looking 
forward to gradua- 
tion. May God Bless 
and keep you in all 
your future endeav- 
ors. I'm always here 
for you with my love 
and open arms. Love, 
Missing You. 
To Tatty the Ice Cube 
Girl, I love that 
trick you do with 
that frozen water. I 
love you too. J.R. 
SELLING FURNITURE: 
Livingroom set, so£ a, 
end-tables and cen- 
ter-table; also new 
stove-Call (718) 657- 
2929 if you're inter- 
ested. 
JOIN CIRCLE K-spon- 
sored by Kiwanis 
International. 
Meetings every 
Tuesday on campus. 
INTERESTED! CONTACT 
Carl Johnson 
(Kiwanian) (718) 949- 
9300 for membership 
information. 
DONZEL, Happy 
Valentine's Day. As a 
present, I want you 
to meet me on the 4th 
floor at the B-sec- 
tion staircase. You 
know who. 
BAY, SAGAPO POL1 LOVE 
YOUR POOLAKI . 
BEST WISHES TO PANDO- 
RA ' S BOX. -Vi lma 
Moronta. 
HAPPY VALENTINE ' S DAY 
BABY! Love Tawana. 
York College 
Dominican Club 
invites EVERYONE to 
the Dominican 
Independence Day 
Celebration, March 1, 
1994 in the atrium. 
Time 12noon-2p.m.. 
Refreshments will be. 
served. 
To the FEMALE POPULA- 
TION of York 
College:Itls never 
your fault. We're all 
sorry.-Happy 
Valentine's Day-THE 
MEN. 
To the Girl in the 
Yellow who walked 
through the cafeteria 
on 2/4 at 5:50-Happy 
Valentine ' s Day. EIC 
of P.B.. 
Dear Bay: Your the 
best thing to come 
into my life. I love 
you. Love your 
Koukla. 
Like a golden ring in 
the snout of a swine 
is a beautiful woman 
without discretion. 
(Proverbs 11:22). 
Betsabe Garcia. 
Bobbi, you are still 
my always. and forever 
lover. Alfred. 
Lorena, I'm still 
very interested in 
you, forget about the 
past and let's start 
all over. We must be 
straight up with each 
other. P.S. I 
Remember Your Name 
Now. 
To Sidney:My darling 
husband. I love you 
so very much! Happy 
Valentine's Sweetie. 
From Hazel. 
LEARN TO DRIVE with 
the CARLINDA DRIVING 
SCHOOL 187-26 Linden 
Blvd. Saint Albans , NY 
11412-Call today for 
all your driving 
needs (718) 949-9300. 
To Pilar: How are you 
doing? I don't know 
when your birthday is 
but for starters- 
Happy Birthday! Gina. ' 
If you need your 
TAXES done. Contact 
Rite-Tax Consultants 
(718) 363-9680. 
My Dearest Siah: May 
the Love and 
Happiness we share on 
this Valentine ' s Day 
last forever, and the 
Beauty t-hat is you 
stay eternal! Love 
Always, Shariff. 
. ' 
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C L A S S I F I  E D S  
- 
SPRING BREAK '94 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, 
Florida & Padre!! 
10% Lowest Price Guarantee! 
Organize 15' friends and your 
trip is FREE! 
TAKE A BREAK STIJDENT TRAVEL 
(800) 328-72'83. r
GREEKS & GBS 
Earn $50-$250 tor yourself plus 
up to $500 for your club! This 
fundraiser costs nothing and 
lasts one week. Call now and 
receive a free gift. 
1 -800-932-0!528 ext. 65. 
-= 
Secretarial services available for 
college tern- papers, theses, 
resumes, lefters and rush jobs. 
Reliable, fast, amurate and effi- 
cient service:;. Jamaica, Queens 
(71 8)658-0256 
[TECHNICAL AIDS are needed 
YOUR 1 to work in the York College Department of Campus Planning and Operations. We 
HERE 1 evenings and weekends. $7.50 hr. Please subm~t resume to David Shanerman, coordmator 
of technical services, Office of 
AD 
Campus Planning and 
TYPING. LOW COST WITH 
are looking for ambitious and 
responsible individuals who 
have some technical back- 
ground in theatrical sound and 
lighting. Traming wdl be prov~d- 
ed. Must be willing to work 
ACCURATE RESULTS. TERM 
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS, FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! 
RESUMES YOU Individuals and student organi- 
WRITE, I TYPE! (718)359- zations wanred to promote the 
281 8. FAX AVAILABLE Hottest Spring Break 
Destinations, call the nation's  
FOR CLASSIFIED AD RATES, leader. Inter-Campus 
C4L1, (718)262-2529 I Programs 1-800-327-601 3 
ATTENTION 
'ANDORA'S BOX is seeking dedicated stu- 
lents interested in joining the newspaper staff 
Dositions are available in the following fields: 
Reporter 
Reviewer 
@ Photographer 
Typist 
Advertising Representative 
@ Layout Designer 
f you are ready to devote some time to enhanc- 
ng your career while serving your community, 
:ome to room 1 G06g, or call (71 8) 262-2529 
mytime, and speak to a student editor. 
IOU bring the desire, we'll give yau the 
iiture. 
ONE MILLION 
OF THE BEST MINDS IN AMERICA 
HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN 
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM. 
TIAA-CREE 
- 
T IAA-CREF is building a sound financial future for more than 1.3 million people 
in the education and research communities. 
And over 250,000 retirees are now enjoying 
the benefits of their TIAA-CREF annuities. 
SOLID PERFORMANCE 
AND TIMELY INNOVATION. 
Whet her you are just starting your 
career c.r nearing retirement, we can help 
you prepare for the future. Since 1918, we've 
been dedicated to making sure that people 
in education and research can count on a 
comfortable retirement. We pioneered the 
portable pension and we invented the vari- 
able annuity, innovations that have made us 
the retkement system against which others 
are measured. 
At TIAA-CREE we believe that steady 
incremental growth over the long term is 
the best way to build retirement income.This 
investment philosophy has worked well for 
over the last 75 years, making us the largest 
pension system in the country, with over 
$125 billion in assets. 
SECUIUTY, GROWTH 
AND DIVERSITY. 
The keys to sound retirement investing 
are security, growth and diversity. Security, 
so the rc:sources are sure to be there when 
it's time to retire. Growth, so you'll have 
the income you need for the kind of retire- 
ment you want. And diversity, to help protect 
you agamst volatility and to let you benefit 
from the strengths of several types of 
investments. 
TIAA's traditional annuity provides guar- 
anteed principal and interest. It also gives 
you the opportunity for growth through 
dividends-which we've declared every year 
for the last 45 years. 
Because of its stability, sound investments, 
claims-paying ability, and overall financial 
strength,TIAA has received the highest 
possible ratings from all four of the industry's 
leading independent rating agencies.* 
Wlth CREF's variable annuity you can 
choose from five accounts?* all managed 
by experts who understand the long-term 
strategy essential to sound retirement plan- 
ning. CREF accounts invest in stocks, bonds, 
money markets or a combination of these 
investments. They are widely diversified to 
reduce risk and to allow you to benefit from 
the strengths of different financial markets. 
While returns will fluctuate, the CREF 
variable annuity has the potential for higher 
returns over time. 
THE FIRST CHOICE IN 
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH. 
Like the institutions that we serve, we are 
a nonprofit organization. Our outstanding 
range of services, flexible retirement and 
tax-deferred annuity plans, and diverse port- 
folio of investments are committed to one 
thing only-helping you build a secure and 
comfortable future. 
That single-minded dedication is what sets 
TIAA-CREF apart from the other companies. 
It's also why over one million of the best 
minds in America have chosen TIAA-CREE 
750 Third Avenue, 30th Floor 
New York, NY 10017-2703 
1 800 842-2011 
1 page 1 8 
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CIJIVYAC SENIOR COLLEGE MEN'S STANDINGS 
(as of 21 15) 
North Division CUN YAC 
W L  PCT 
1 . Barucbl 4 5 .444 
2. Lehman 3 5 .375 
3. John J'3y 3 6 .333 
4. CCNY 2 7 .222 
Overall 
W L  PCT 
8 12 .400 
15 6 .714 
11 9 .555 
6 15 .286 
South Divisi~n CUNYAC Overall 
W L  PCT W L  PCT 
1. Hur~ter 9 0 1 .OOO 21 2 .913 
2. Staten Island 6 2 .750 11 9 .555 
3. York 6 4 .600 13 10 .565 
4. Medgar Evers 3 7 .300 8 14 .364 
CL NYAC SENIOR COLLEGE WOMEN'S STANDINGS 
North Division CUN YAC 
W L  PCT 
1. York 6 0 1 .OOO 
2. Meclgar Evers 4 2 .667 
3. Baruch 4 2 .667 
4. c c w  3 3 .5oo 
5. Hunter 2 3 .400 
6. Staten Island 1 4 .200 
Overall 
W  L  
17 4 
13 7 
14 7 
11 12 
11 11 
4 14 
1993-94 CUNYAC All-stars 
Senior Women 
MVP --- Sybil Smith (Baruch) 5'5 GIF 24.9 ppg, 14.8rpg, 6.5 spg, 4.5 apg 
First Team 
Lelia Stewart (Hunter) 5'6 G 13.2 ppg, 5.2 steals 
Fatimah Wooden (Medgar) 6'2 F 21.1 ppg, 18.2 rpg 
Layisa Sprirrger (York) 5'11 F 15.4 ppg, 9.4 rpg, 5.5 steals 
Sabrina Bewon (York) 5'1 0 F/C 11.8 ppg, 10.5 rpg 
Kim Fernandez (Hunter) 5'3 G 11.1 ppg, 5.5 apg 
Second Team - 
Carol) n Isaac (CCNY) 5'10 F 12.9 ppg, 8.3 rpg 
Kim N il.\orr (York) 5'7 C 12.4 ppg, 3.9 apg 
Ilelanic Payne (Medgar) 5'6 G 9.1 ppg, 6.7 apg 
Giovanni I icorish (Baruch) 6' C 12.6 ppg, 15.9 rpg, 46% FG 
Bridgette <;riffin (Medgar) 6' FIC 13.3 ppg, 14.9 apg 
Rookie of the Year -- Teranda Griffin (John Jay) 
Coach of the Year -- Rick McPhrrrz (Yovk) 
1993-94 ClJNYAC All-stars 
Senior Men 
11'1 P -- Robert Carter (Hunter) 5'3 I 19.3 ppg, 8.4rpg, 2.5 steals 
First Team - 
Shawn McCartney (Hunter) 6'2 G 23.4 ppg, 3.6 steals 
Kirk Staine (Staten Island) 6'2 G'F 20.6 ppg, 3.8 apg 
Donzel Ckare (Ynrk) 6'1 G 16.0 ppg, 2.7 steals 
Larr? Jones (Lehman) 6'5 FIC 2 1.0 ppg, 12.4 rpg, 58.4 FGOh 
Demetrius Horne (John Jay) 6'2 F 21.5 ppg 
Second Team 
Gerald Thomas (Baruch) 6' G 22.3 ppg, 3.7 
Antoine Morris (York) 6'3 F 15.3 ppg, 40% 3-pt FC 
Phil Hayes (John Jay) 6'1 G 14.9 ppg, 5.3 apg, 2.6 steals 
Sean VcGee (Baruch) 6'6 C 19.9 ppg, 15.2 rpg, 56% FG 
Rich Iluniz (Lehman) 5'10 G 9.1 ppg, 6.6 apg, 3.5 steals 
Romrriel Santos (Staten Island) 5'1 1 G 14.5 ppg, 4.7 apg, 2.1 steals 
PCT 
.809 
.650 
.667 
.478 
.500 
.222 
The York College Foundation, In#. 
needs students to ossist in the Annuol Fundroising 
[ompign Projects. 
e York College Student Campaign 
e Shopping Spree 
e Beauty of Edutation Campaign 
Tennis Tournament 
Monies roised will be used for York (allege 
Stholorships, Student Book Fund ond Student 
Athletic Programs. 
Please respond by February 28,1994 
for information, cull 711/262-1001 
Applicutions con be picked up in Room 2H03. 
Rookile of the Year - Larry Jones (Lehman) 
Coach of the Year - Ray Amalbert (Hunter) 
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Cards Championship Bound 
By Christopher L. Chaney 
Editor-in-Chiri' 
Introducing, the number one 
Women's Basketball team in 
the CUNY and the Hudson 
Valley Athletic Conferences, 
the York LadyCardinal's. They 
have clinched the regular sea- 
son championship titles in both 
conferences and have arrived at 
post season with an overall 
record of 18-4(6-0 CUNY- 
AC,7-0 HVAC'). 
Along the way, starting for- 
ward Layisa Sprin~:er and start- 
ing center Sabrina Belfon were 
named to the CUNY Athletic 
Conference All-stars first team 
and starting guard Kim Wilson 
was named to the All-stars 
second team. The man behind 
the women is none other than 
Rick McPhun the 1994 CUNY 
Women's Basketball Coach of 
the Year. The Ladycardinals 
are defensive specialists, out- 
standing athletes and intense 
competitors. 
They have overwhelmed 
their competition all season 
long and are on the verge of 
accomplishing the ultimate 
goal of any athletic team, a 
championship or two. In doing 
so they will have gone farther 
than any other 'York women's 
basketball team in the last 
twenty years.They have had an 
easy time in CUNY all season 
long with large margins of vic- 
tory in game after game and 
fans have called them unstop- 
pable while they walked over 
the opposition. But one expert 
has seen some imperfections 
with this juggernaut and views 
the CUNY Championship 
Tournament as the true test of 
their mettle. 
"We still have not played 
that complete game yet. We 
haven't played 44 minutes of 
non-stop Lady Cardinals-type 
basketball," said Coach 
McPhun before one of the 
LadyCardinal's rare losses. 
"I think that are offense is 
still lacking to a certain extent. 
We pretty much live and die by 
our defense. We seem to think 
that we can turn it on and off, 
when we want to. And I have 
also stressed to our team basic 
fundamentals that we have not 
displayed on the court against 
lesser opponents, which have 
allowed them to stay with us in 
certain games," said McPhun. 
He added,"But they must 
understand that when you play 
against the real quality teams 
that you cannot afford to do 
that. And that really good 
teams will make you pay when 
you don't play fundamental 
basketball." 
McPhun's words were 
almost prophetic as the seem- 
ingly unbeatable 
LadyCardinals faltered to 
Stony Brook on Feb.9. 
Last year Stony Brook beat 
a different LadyCardinals team 
by a margin of 40 points. This 
year's LadyCardinals were 
beaten by 13 in a 64-5 1 loss. It 
was their fourth and last loss of 
the season. 
The LadyCardinals also had 
another loss that same game. 
They lost their CUNY All-star 
center Sabrina Belfon for the 
remainder of the season when 
she severely sprained her right 
ankle during the second half. 
But in every cloud there is 
a silver lining and Belfon's 
injury has been that, by adding 
to her team's strength. 
"Prior to Sabrina's injury 
we definitely were a little 
cocky," said Rose Addison, 
team co-captain. "But after her 
injury we have all kind of set- 
tled down and we see that 
everybody has to step up- 
starters and second-string alike. 
Everybody has to step it up to 
account for her loss and just to 
ensure victory." 
Victory 
is what 
seems to be 
on the 
minds of 
coach and 
players 
alike. 
"We are 
hurting 
without 
Sabrina but 
I think we 
have a 
Rose Addison drives to the basket for an easy 
two. 
good chance of taking CUNY," 
said a confident All-star 
Layisa Springer who agreed 
with Addison that a team effort 
would be the only thing to fill 
the void left by Belfon's , 
absence in the paint. 
"We have a little time to sit 
back and reflect on the season 
and pretty much decide on 
where we want to go. Are we 
satisfied with being regular 
CUNY champs are do we want 
to go on?," asked McPhun. 
There's seems to be no 
doubt that the LadyCardinals 
want to go on. They quickly 
disposed of a pesky Mount St. 
Vincent's team in a twenty 
point rout on Feb 16. to end 
their regular season. And 
despite having an outstanding 
season they seem well aware 
that the real work has just 
begun. 
Addison graphically 
described the LadyCardinals 
approach to the CUNYAC and 
HVAC Championship tourna- 
ments, "teamwork and pressure 
defense from the time the clock 
starts to the end of the game. 
Never let up, never let up, 
never let them breathe, smother 
them, suffocate them!" 
She continued "Never take 
any team for granted and never 
lose our own inner strength and 
think that we can't climb to the 
top of the mountain when we 
can." 
Saving The Best For Last 
By Christopher L. Chaney 
Editor-in-Chief 
After a very cold start the 
Men's Varsity E:askztball team 
finally began to thaw out as 
they entered the new year. 
It was clear. that they meant 
business after they handed a 
photo hy Jerry Shepard 
Donzel Cleare goes up high 
for a basket. 
NCAA Division I1 NYU (12-2 
then) a 10-point loss on Jan. 
19. 
Since then the Cardinals 
have won the last 13 out of 15 
games and the coach believes 
that the difference is in the 
knowing. 
"When you start to win, 
you learn how to win and you 
keep on winning," said Head 
Coach Ronald St. John. 
Despite losing players to 
academic ineligibility and 
other outside distractions the 
Cardinals have kept their win- 
ning ways. 
They have been led by 
CUNYAC All Stars Donzel 
Cleare (first team) and Antoine 
Morris (second team) along 
with the outstanding play of 
point guard Bobby Shepard. 
They also have a dominant 
center in Chris Ratliff. 
These players are the nucle- 
us of the team as they head for 
post season play and have 
accounted for York's thirdplace 
finish in the CUNYAC South 
Division standings (6-4, 13- 10 
overall). Their recent success 
has all been part of'the learn- 
ing process. 
"The players have begun to 
understand their roles," said St. 
John. "In Bobby, I can't ask for 
a better pointguard He is me 
on the floor. He knows what he 
has to do." 
The team also has begun to 
recognize their offensive 
weapons. 
"The team has started to 
understand that Antoine has a 
pure three- point shot, so they 
look to get him open. They 
know if Donzel is cutting to 
the hoop he is unstoppable - 
get (the ball) it to him." 
He added, "And the biggest 
reason for our wins was that 
our big men started to play. So 
all of the sudden Kirk 
(Worrell) and Chris started to 
play. And when they started to 
play it put the whole thing 
together." 
The outlook after this 
impressive end of the season 
play is very confident. 
"They're just doing every- 
thing that's needed to be done 
right now," said St. John. 
The Cardinals have already 
beaten all of their potential 
North Division competition in 
the regular season, so they 
have taken added confidence 
with that. 
St. John does admit that he 
is unsure about his new front- 
line which involves the rotation 
of a lot of first year players 
who have yet to put up consis- 
tept numbers. 
The obstacle that has stood 
in the Cardinal's way on their 
road to the CUNY 
Championships in recent years 
has been their ultimate rival 
Hunter, who they lost to in two 
extremely close games in the 
regular season. When asked if 
he had the solution to the 
Hunter problem St. John 
answered "Yes." 
In fact, he considers them 
to be no threat at all to his 
team. 
"I'm not worried about 
Hunter, we've got those guys. 
Let's get to the CUNY 
Championships - it's going to 
be a rough road. I'm worried 
about some other teams," said 
St. John. 
Good Luck 
Cards! 
me Alive AS Playoffs Approam 
I 
I Story on bottom of page 1. 
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CUNY Standings and All-star Line 
That Much Closer To A CUN 
